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Welcome to new members Rob Wilkinson ex  AB(TAS), who now lives in Northern
Spain, and Chris Davis ex LREM, who lives in Burton on Trent - see Mail Drop.  I can
send full details to anyone wanting to contact them.  Chris has sent us an excellent picture
of Caprice at Miazu  in 1968 which I have used for our front cover.  It is available in
colour from our website picture archive.

Many thanks to those members who are now paying subs by standing order - it saves a lot
of hassle! Details of this years Reunion are shown opposite, and the venue for 2008 is
Bristol.  Members, past & present, now total 70.

  Graham Latter

All

Members E-mails
Several members e-mail addresses are either defunct or not working - they are:

Ivor  Lloyd,  Gordon Codling,  Arthur Ginn

If you are one of these will you please let me know if you have a new address or have just
let the old one lapse so we can update the website members links.

Mick Walsh was recently taken very ill in
Spain and flown back to the UK (he tells
me he does not remember much about it!).
He has a form of blood cancer and is
receiving chemotherapy.  He is now out of
Hospital and making some recovery,
although he does not think he will make the
Reunion in October,  but we are holding his
booking for now just in case. Several
members have contacted him already - if
you want his contact details in the UK
(Mick and Rita have permanently moved
back here from Spain) we can let you have
them.

Caprice Ties
Commander Tony Rowe
(who was on the Caprice,
but not in 1968) has kindly
donated some Caprice ties
to the Association.  We are
offering them to members
for £8.50 each (plus £1
p&p but if you are coming
to Reunion we can reserve
one for you). Anyone who
would like one let us know
ASAP as we do not have many.
First come - first served!

Get Well Mick!
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Brian & Pat Hobbs
Graham & Jean Latter
Roger & Jennie Rivett
John & Jean Bishop
Phil & Jackie Evans
Clive & Shirley Skeet
Dave & Linda Silva

Ron & Sandra Kirkpatrick
Tony & Vanda Vanson

Trevor Cole
Derek & Susan Crowley

Keith & Rita Vaughan
Colin & Sue Gannaway

Bob & Donna Mason
Mike & Sue Smith
Colin Chippendale

Phil & Barbara Rowe
Greg Farmer

Gordon & Linden Chapman
Mick & Rita Walsh
Phil & Pat Briggs

Gordon Duffy
Bob & Frances Logan

Alan & Pam Payne
Alasdair & Margaret MacFarlane

Harry & Hilda Winterbottom
Brian Turner & Partner
Bill & Yvonne Proctor

Dave & Diane Hughes

Syd & Anne Pawley

We are delighted that, at the time of
printing, we have a bumper 33 members
booked in for this year’s reunion in York.
This is nearly 50% of members.

Including members’ guests we currently
have 38 rooms booked at the hotel (which
has 44 rooms so we will effectively take it
over for the weekend).  Anyone else who
wants to attend should contact us now to
ensure you can get accommodation at the
hotel.

All members attending the reunion will
receive a supplement with this newsletter
with full details of how to get there and the
programme for the weekend.

2007 Reunion on Oct 6 Newington Hotel - York

The Association has acquired a water
colour painting depicting Caprice off
Gibraltar.  It is in a smart wooden frame,
which measures  95cm x 54cm.

It will be put up for auction at this year’s
Reunion with a reserve price of £70.  Any
members not attending the reunion can
send us a sealed bid indicating your
maximum bid and the Association will bid
on your behalf.

Caprice Painting

Members  Attending
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2008 Reunion at Bristol

Bob Logan put in a lot of effort and came up with several  possible venues in the Bristol
area for us from which we selected the Redwood Hotel in the Clifton area.
http://www.foliohotels.com/redwood

We visited it in July with Fran Logan and have now booked the 2008 Reunion there  for
the weekend of October 4/5 2008.   Next year is “40 years on” from the ‘68 cruise and we
wanted to make the Reunion special - we are confident that this venue fits the bill.

Bristol has a very interesting historic docks area  and is easy to get to by road or rail.

2008 - 40 years on!
At noon on Jan 25 1968 HMS Caprice
steamed out of  Portland at the start of her
World Cruise - the rest, as they say, is
history.  We are looking to mark this event
for Association members in various ways.
Members with e-mails can expect to
receive messages saying on this day 40
years ago Caprice arrived at ................etc

It is hoped to produce a Book & CD
containing as much information of the
cruise including as many photographs of
ship and crew as possible.  If any members
have any photos they have not sent us
please dig them out!

Visit to Chatham
Sister ship HMS Cavalier is now preserved
at Chatham.  It is hoped to arrange a
private weekend visit for members with the
Cavalier Association, (possible around
Easter time) to view the ongoing
restoration work which has progressed

Then & Now...
Scenario: Pedro fails high school English.

1968 -  Pedro goes to summer school,
passes English, goes to college.

2007 Pedro’s cause is taken up by state.
Newspaper articles appear nationally
explaining that teaching English as a
requirement for graduation is racist. Civil
Liberties files class action lawsuit against
state school system and Pedro’s English
teacher.  English is banned from core
curriculum. Pedro given diploma anyway
but ends up mowing lawns for a living
because he can’t speak English.

hugely since our last visit in 2000.
Overnight accommodation would be
arranged for the Saturday night.

The 2008 Reunion at Bristol should have a
few surprise features and it is hoped for a
record turn out.
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Q: I’ve heard that cardiovascular exercise can prolong life; is this true?
A: Your heart is only good for so many beats, and that’s it.  Don’t
waste them on exercise - everything wears out eventually. Speeding
up your heart will not make you live longer; that’s like saying you
can extend the life of your car by driving it faster. Want to live
longer? Take a nap.

Q: Should I cut down on meat and eat more fruits and vegetables?
A: You must grasp logistical efficiencies. What does a cow eat?
Hay and corn - vegetables.  So a steak is nothing more than an
efficient mechanism of delivering vegetables to your system.  Need
grain? Eat chicken.  Beef is a good source of field grass. And a pork
chop can give you 100% of your recommended daily allowance of vegetable products.

Q: Should I reduce my alcohol intake?  A: No, not at all. Wine is made from fruit. Brandy
is distilled wine, they take the water out of the fruity bit so you get even more of the
goodness that way.   Beer is made out of grain and  Rum from Molasses.  Bottoms up!

Q: What are some of the advantages of participating in a regular exercise program?
A: Can’t think of a single one, sorry. My philosophy is: No Pain...Good!

Q: Aren’t fried foods bad for you?  A: YOU’RE NOT LISTENING!... Foods are fried
these days in vegetable oil. In fact, they’re permeated in it. How could getting more
vegetables be bad for you?

Q: Is chocolate bad for me?  A: Are you crazy? HELLO!  Cocoa beans- another vegetable.
It’s the best feel-good food around!

Q: Is swimming good for your figure?  A: If swimming is good for your figure, explain
whales to me.

 Hope this has cleared up any misconceptions about food and diets
- show this to your Quack and watch him bang his head in despair.

Healthy Living for ex matelots - FAQ

A survey asked “ Please give your honest opinion about solutions to the food  shortage in
the rest of the world?”

In Africa they didn’t know what “food” meant.
In Eastern Europe they didn’t know what “honest” meant.

In Western Europe they didn’t know what “shortage” meant.
In China they didn’t know what “opinion” meant.

In the Middle East they didn’t know what “solution” meant.
In South America they didn’t know what “please” meant.

And in the US they didn’t know what “the rest of the world” meant.
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Mail DropI was reminiscing the other night, with a glass
of whisky and nothing better to do, so after
ploughing unsuccessfully through Friends
Reunited I put Caprice into a search engine and
was surprised to see that there was a website
dedicated to the 1968 world tour. I was a
member of that infamous crew and was
delighted to read the account of the giant goffer
outside San Fran and the egg incident with
Tony Vanson.  It brought back a few memories and I was pleased to see some of my old
oppos in your members list. I was an AB(TAS) and that trip was the highlight of my fairly
undistinguished career in the Andrew.  I went on after that to take the Caprice to Gib, with a
few of the old crew, to do a refit on her and the Cavalier.

I now live in northern Spain, they wouldn't recognise an anchor where I am, and it is
unlikely that I would be able to attend any reunions but I would be happy to join the merry
crew and perhaps correspond with some old friends.  Anyway shipmate, thanks for making
my day.  Rob Wilkinson - New Member

By chance I also served on HMS Caprice during that "magic" commission back in 1968.
Some things I remember clearly, like the roll to starboard, my 21st birthday while we were
on Beira Patrol , playing basketball in Japan and rugby in most of the places we visited.
And other things I'm a little hazy over. I remember some of the names on the membership
list and some I haven’t got a clue (probably due to everybody having nicknames)

Chris (Dave) Davis one time A/LREM - New Member

I have just been looking at the website for the old pictures of the Caprice. I served on her
as an ERA in 1966/1967 and was part of the recomissioning crew that were transferred
from the Blackpool. The pictures are very good but I think you will find that the ones
entitled ‘Caprice at sea’ and ‘roughers’ were taken during a RAS in the Indian Ocean in
1967. I was aboard at the time and have copies of both which were taken from the
helicopter from the supply ship.
 Regards Mike Reeve.

(Caprice at sea was the picture that Roy Johansen based his painting on, which is shown
on the home page of our website - Ed)

Just a note regarding the total number of men I have figured out from 15 mess on Caprice
that are now members - I  believe the number is 13.  All the best.  See you in October.
Gordon Chapman  (Chappie)
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NOW
Reunion

2006

I have a few reminiscences of our visit to Simonstown, mainly because at that time I was
teetotal, although I have to say it was a temporary condition which happily I haven’t felt
necessary to repeat!

Anyway, the first recollection was getting on a train from Simonstown into Cape Town,
and you have to remember that this was in the time of apartheid. We had a choice of
carriages and, whether it was due to solidarity with our black brothers or sheer bloody
mindedness, we went into the ‘Black Only’ carriage. Naturally enough we were thrown off,
not by the white authorities but by the black passengers! So much for solidarity!

The second incident that I recall was in the city itself. We went into a bar, seaman and
stokers alike, and got served. All except one, and apologies to Tony Vanson if it wasn’t
him but I would be surprised if it was anyone else! The bar owner took one look at Tony
and you could see his uncertainty on his face. Was he white, black or some sort of
mixture? He summoned one of his boys from the back to ‘examine’ Tony. He gave him a
good look over and even looked inside his mouth to check his teeth before proclaiming to
his employer “ It’s OK boss, he ain’t black”. I remember that this news was greeted with
good humour and drinks all round. Not sure what would have happened if he had been
rejected!  Rob Wilkinson - New Member

The British are responding to recent
terrorist threats by raising their security
alert level from "Miffed" to "Peeved".
Soon, though, they may be raised yet
again to "Irritated" or even "A Bit Cross".
Londoners have not been "A Bit Cross"
since the blitz began in 1940 and tea
supplies all but ran out. Terrorists have
been re-categorized from "Tiresome" to
"A Bloody Nuisance". The last time the
British issued "A Bloody Nuisance"
warning level was during the great fire of
1666.

Also, the French government announced
yesterday that it has raised its terror alert
level from "Run" to "Hide". The only two
higher levels in France are "Collaborate"
and "Surrender." The rise was precipitated
by a recent fire that destroyed France's
white flag factory, effectively paralysing
the country's military capability.

 Italy has increased their level from
"Shout Loudly and Excitedly" to

"Elaborate Military Posturing." Two more
levels remain: "Ineffective Combat
Operations" and "Change Sides."

The Germans increased their  level  from
"Disdainful Arrogance" to "Dress in
Uniform and Sing Marching Songs." They
also have two higher levels: "Invade a
Neighbour" and "Lose".  Belgians, on the
other hand, are all on holiday as usual, and
the only threat they are worried about is
NATO pulling out of Brussels.

The Spanish are all excited to see their new
submarines ready to deploy. These
beautifully designed subs have glass bottoms
so the new Spanish Navy can get a really
good look at the old Spanish Navy.
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This is the second of what I hope will be a
series of members  telling us a little about
themselves. Harry Hobbs and myself have

bared our souls and Peter Fowler has
promised us the next one. So let’s have
some more of the same - don’t be shy!

Graham Latter

THEN
1968 - a rare pic in No 6s

(mostly in overalls!)

I was born in Croydon during an air raid
they tell me (could explain a few things!)

After my Father left the Army we moved to
Margate, Kent where I spent my childhood.
In 1955 I went to Canterbury Technical
School, which was a good grounding for
life as a Tiffy.

Joined up in 1959 as an Artificer
Apprentice.  After 16 months at HMS
Fisgard, Torpoint and over 3 years at
HMS Caledonia, Rosyth spent the final
training term in 1963 with HMS Wizard
attached to the Dartmouth Training
Squadron.  This was the start of some very
good travel opportunities I had with the
RN as we visited Bermuda, the East coast
of USA, Canada then into the Great Lakes
(we were the first warships to transit the St.
Lawrence Seaway).

In late 1963 joined HMS Loch Fada in
the Far East as an ERA3 where I gained
my Boiler Watch keeping ticket.

Next onto HMS Tiger in 1964/65 going all
round the Med and up to Norway. Visited
Hull and met my future wife Jean!  Drafted
to HMS Ark Royal in 1965 where I hated
the big ship environment.  Went through
Suez and did a Beira Patrol. By now an
ERA1 I spent a year ashore in Plymouth at
HMS Drake refitting her (or rather
patching up the rusty bits & pieces) in 1967
and managed to get a weekend in Hull
every week for a year.

In September 1968 suddenly got a crash
draft to HMS Caprice in Portland at the
start of the work up - talk about being
thrown in at the deep end!  Caprice was a
breath of fresh air after the Ark as I was in
charge of my own part of ship and at sea as
Chief of the Watch below with no
Engineering Officers to spoil the fun and
middle watch catering activities.

After the World cruise of 68 I married my
wife Jean in Jan 1969.   I jumped at the
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opportunity of 2 years Married Accompanied in Gibraltar, refitting first the Cavalier
then the Caprice. Got to Gib on Caprice (being towed – memorable trip during which
wenearly  lost the tow and managed to flood a messdeck with FFO). Our daughter Brenda
was born in RNH Gibraltar in 1970.

In 1971 left the RN and started work on Hull Fish Dock as an Engineering Supervisor on
Trawler maintenance and repair. Our son Roy was born in Hull 1973. By 1975, having
effectively lost the Cod War the Hull trawling industry was beginning to collapse.

Joined Birds Eye in 1975 as Engineering Services Supervisor responsible for Steam and
Refrigeration plant

In 1979 started work as a Technical Author preparing manuals for Power Stations.  In
1980 went back to Birds Eye Walls as a Technical Author to prepare manuals for a new
factory building.  At the end of this fixed term contract I set out on my own as a Self-
Employed Technical Author working from home.  Since then I have prepared hundreds
of manuals for Engineering Companies and Food Factories, in particular for Unilever’s Ice
Cream Division.

More recently I have branched out into Website and Graphic design work.  I have set up
and run 8 Websites (including the Caprice site).

Our daughter Brenda went to the University of East Anglia studying languages, followed
by a year teaching English in Japan.  She has lived in the USA since 2000 and now is in
Washington State USA with a baby son Nathan – our first (and only to date) grandson.

Our son Roy did an Electrical Apprenticeship with the Royal Engineers, went on to get his
green beret and served with 59 Independent Commando Squadron RE attached to the
Commando Brigade. After some time as an Army Diver and self-employed Personal
Trainer he emigrated to Canada and is currently serving with the Calgary Fire & Rescue
Service.

Likes – Wine, Good Food, Travel and…. Rum

Pet Hates - Noise, Political Correctness, Selfish People, Jack Dustys who hate Tiffies

At the 2007 Reunion

NOW
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Lapel Badges & Brooches
£5 each inc postage within the UK

Framed Wall Charts
Coloured  map depicting the 1968 World
Cruise and personalised with member’s
name £16 each inc postage within the UK.
(£8  - unframed)

All profits go to Association funds
Please make out cheques to HMS Caprice 1968 Association

Slops

Spirit Room Report

Treasurer’s Report
Current funds £683  
Predicted expenses for York Reunion and
Newsletter £482

We still have 6 outstanding members subs
to collect for 2007 amounting to £72;
these members know who they are. We are
not a Welfare Organisation!  – continued
arrears will result in “Stoppage of
Newsletters”.

Rum stock - sufficient for at least 2 reunions

NOTE  Our resident Jack Dusty is very coy
about the exact amount and mutters about
losses due to evaporation or spillages due
to rough weather - Ed
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Association Website
www.hmscaprice1968.org.uk

Our website is kept fully up to date and you
can view this and other newsletters in

colour.

There is also a very good picture archive of
the Caprice from 1944 until it was
scrapped in 1979 and up to date
Association & Reunion News.

HMS Cavalier Association Bungy  Williams
THAT Tattoo !

Gordon Duffy has forwarded the full
uncensored image of ERA Bungy

William’s infamous hunting scene tattoo
with the fox’s tail disappearing........

So ladies please avert your eyes - this is
not a pretty sight.

The Association has had a letter of thanks
for our donation to the Cavalier Trust.
Any members in the Chatham Area are
invited to go along for a working weekend
on restoration work - if you are interested
get back to us please

A memorial bronze casting dedicated to
destroyers and crews lost during WW2 is to
be unveiled on 14th November.  Any
member who could represent the
Association at this event please get in touch
ASAP.

Pingat Jasa Medal
The Pingat Jasa Malaysia
medal has been awarded by
the  Government of Malaysia
to eligible British citizens, for
service in Malaya or Malaysia
between 31August 1957 and
12 August 1966.  If you think
you may be elegible the
Association maybe able to
apply on your behalf. More
information at:
http://www.veterans-uk.info/medals/pingat.html
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HMS Caprice (World Cruise 1968) Association

www.hmscaprice1968.org.uk
The Association, founded in 1995, is open to all crew members who served

on  HMS Caprice at any time during her memorable 11 month World
Cruise in 1968. An annual subscription of £12 is payable in January.

Secretary & Newsletter/Website Editor
Graham Latter

62 Mill Rise, Swanland, North Ferriby
East Yorkshire HU14 3PW

Tel/Fax 01482 632276

Treasurer
Brian Hobbs

Bulwark Lodge, New Road, Acle Norfolk, NR13 3BE
Tel 01493 751640

Absent shipmates who have crossed the bar:
Ex Association Members

AB (QA2) John Dunn    RO2(T) Dave Windsor    ME1 Bob Harris
Ex Crew Members

 LRO(G) Ali Dow    RO2(G) Dave Matthews    ChME Nick Carter
CEA Don Farrow    CERA Paul Hockey    PO Writer Dave Walters

They shall grow not old, as we that are left grow old.
Age shall not weary them, nor the years condemn.
At the going down of the sun, and in the morning,

We will remember them

The 2007 Annual Reunion is on
October 5/6th 2007 at

THE NEWINGTON HOTEL
147 Mount Vale, York YO24 1DJ

The 2008 Annual Reunion is in Bristol


